What is it?
BAM is the acronym for the patented combination [US Pat.7795263] of Butorphanol tartrate, Azaperone tartrate and Medetomidine HCl. This combination has been used in thousands of immobilizations in addition to controlled studies with excellent results. The BAM Kit is easy to use with its BAM agonist formulation already pre-mixed for you and two reversal drugs.

Why BAM for deer?
This pharmaceutical tool is reversible, produces good analgesia and simple dose calculations. It also has a low Drug Enforcement Agency classification. Butorphanol (C IV) is the only DEA controlled drug in the combination.

What makes BAM so innovative?
• 5-15 minutes induction time
• Relaxed effective abdominal respiration
• Minimal increase in body core temperature
• Can be reversed at any time providing MAXIMUM SAFETY for your deer
  NO MORE WAITING FOR THEM TO GET UP!
• Most deer can be reversed within 5-10 minutes

What about dart volumes?
The combination is designed so that most North American cervids can be darted with 2 cc’s or less.

What about the reversal and reversal times?
BAM is reversed in 5-10 minutes in most cases using Naltrexone HCl and Atipamezole given IM.

How many deer can one BAM Kit immobilize?
On average, one BAM Kit will anesthetize and reverse 6 to 9 adult deer. [See BAM Dose Administration Guidelines for full details.]

Can BAM be used to immobilize does for AI?
Many farmers have reported safe and effective use of BAM for both transcervical and laparoscopic artificial insemination.
Wildlife Pharmaceuticals conducted controlled clinical studies comparing use of Telazol/Xylazine (T/X) vs. BAM in whitetail deer. Significant differences were observed between these two anesthetic protocols:
1. Average body core temperatures produced by BAM were 1.3°F lower than T/X
2. BAM treatment group exhibited superior reversal recovery and reduced duration of post-procedure sedation
3. Equivalent AI conception rates were recorded in BAM and T/X treatment groups

How can I order BAM?
Simply have your licensed veterinarian fax us a valid prescription on your behalf (along with his/her DEA Certificate) to: FAX: 307-721-3801
Then call us at 888-742-4602 x-1 to provide your account details.
Once your prescription is received, we will send the BAM Kit directly to you!